JAMA recently published a "Viewpoint" article authored by Robert Berenson and Ezekiel Emanuel, which criticized the AMA/Specialty Society RVS Update Committee (RUC) process and accused its medical specialty society volunteers of unprofessional and unethical behavior.

We, the physicians and other healthcare professionals, volunteer countless hours in an effort to improve America’s healthcare system. At a time when resources are extremely limited and our hours providing care to America’s patients are never ending, we sacrifice our own personal time to the RUC process. We provide expertise to the RUC regarding time, intensity, and relativity for services that we are familiar with in our respective fields. We, the physician and other healthcare professionals in no way benefit financially from these recommendations that the RUC forwards to CMS. To imply that we do, is inflammatory and irresponsible.

We will continue to donate our time and clinical expertise to CMS, through the RUC process in an effort to develop fair and appropriate relativity in the Medicare Physician Payment Schedule.
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